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preconditioning

Polynomi~ evaluation is one of the most frecpuentIy aocurring tasks iF numerical co .nputitions, In fact,
many algorithms entail the evaluation of oue or more
polynomials at a large number of values. The purpose
of &is note, is to reflect on this evaluation problem,
more from a theoreticai than practical point of view.
ally, we are interested in the number of basic
arithmetics (+, -9 X , +) required for a set of specified
evaluations. For definiteness, we shall restrict our remarka to polynomials In one indeterminant over the
firaid-ofrealnumbers, assuming exact arithmetic. Our
discuaion could eatiy be extended to multivariate
polynomials and (with some care) to evaluation over
thy in@gers,The avoidance of roundoff considerations
and the consideration of general polynomials of high
degree are the reason:.why we disclaim practicrrtsignifkancC.

Suppose we wish to evaluate an rrth degree polynomial ZOOiz# at one point. If nothing is known
t the coefkknts (q) in advance, then Oatrowski
[J] have shown that Madditions or
subtractions (a/s) are required for the evaluation, and
Garcia (31 and Pan [6] have sho:wnthat .~tmultiplications or divisions(m/d) are needed. Thus, HonJs
rule is optimal in this regard. These results were extended by Winograd [r3]who has shown that the evaiu
ation of lolpolynomiahi of degree ‘fi (1 C i G m) at

one point requires E& fli &i and Z& al m/d
tions.
Another way to formula
is to count only those opera:
deteminant. That is, we can
“adapt” the coe!Rcbnts (a
we mighteven allow 81

many operationsarerequ
reexpressthe polynomial
of precoarditioning,
and
ment by Pan [6)) he sh

evaluation of several p*nomials.
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wers {a() can be evaluated in O(n*),
it follows that the required evalutained in o(prQ)4 O(n2A1) operabvious how one can use

the evaluationof a single

e

{rjrJiil24x<fi-1)
only o(n) multiplications. Thus the required
evaluations can be accomplished in < O((fiy)
+
o( d;; 6) + o(n) = O(rP~). Thereffxe, an nth
c
.
.
polynomsal can be evaluated at fi porn;;;
l

ted at
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operations,and at n points in < O(a

iolls, In matrix terminology, a row vector
, .. . . 811)CM be multiplied by a Vandermonde

in

tiont.
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question remains open. In the crse of ,flpokjnomials,
each of deg-ee n, evaluated at n joints, the best lower
&und that we MDcst&lish is tk c lower bound for
evaluatiz AIY.Jlra
bk~i;-t;namely. ~2 m/d and n* a/s
opentions. in the ctie of one PPI degree polyrlorrial
dzaluated at m phts, we can sk 3w the following:
5. It is ncli GiffkuT;
:c, argue thax Zy=, as, );lySo259,
.
.... 2$!.=0rn$ rqkres at least n t m - 1 a/s and,
therefore, this many a/s are re @red for Zy&-,ai Xj*
1 G;IQm.
6.It is easy to show that there 5~3 no non-trivial real
wectorfi88,v such that

related open problem. is there an al
interpolation which requires Icss
That is, given (x0, yo), .,.
the ((liII$=, ai Xj, 0
metics?
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